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Abstract
Constraint-Based Testing (CBT) is the process of generating test cases against a testing objective by using constraint solving
techniques. When programs contain dynamic memory allocation and loops, constraint reasoning becomes challenging as new
variables and new constraints should be created during the test data generation process. In this paper, we address this problem by
proposing a new constraint model of C programs based on operators that model dynamic memory management. These operators
apply powerful deduction rules on abstract states of the memory enhancing so the constraint reasoning process. This allows to
automatically generate test data respecting complex coverage objectives. We illustrate our approach on a well-known difficult
example program that contains dynamic memory allocation/deallocation, structures and loops. We describe our implementation
and provide preliminary experimental results on this example that show the highly deductive potential of the approach.
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1. Introduction
By increasing our confidence in the quality of software, testing techniques play a prevalent role in the verification
process of software systems. However, software testing remains an expensive task in the development process and one of the
main challenges concerns its possible automation. Since the seminal work of Offut and De Millo in the context of mutation
testing [1], much attention has been devoted to the use of constraint solving techniques in the automation of software testing
(Constraint-Based Testing). In [2], Dick and Faivre proposed to exploit a VDM model to generate automatically test cases for
partition testing while Marre proposed in [3] to exploit Constraint Logic Programming to generate test cases from an algebraic
specification. In 1998, Gotlieb, Botella and Rueher proposed using constraint propagation techniques to generate test data for
the structural coverage of C programs [4]. This work resulted in the development of the INKA tool which was the first to
address C programs containing pointers (but without dynamic allocation) and floating-point variables [5,6,7]. Meudec followed
a similar path with ATGen, a software test data generator based on Constraint Logic Programming for ADA programs [8] and
more recently, Williams introduced a new test data generation method in a tool called PathCrawler, based on the on-the-fly
generation of paths in C programs [9]. This method was independently discovered by Godefroid and Sen in the DART and
CUTE approaches [10,11]. Note that Constraint-Based Testing methods cover several applications area including hardware
1
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verification [12,13], test data generation for structural testing [4-11], functional testing [1,2], counter-example generation
[14,15], and software verification [16].
Constraint-Based Testing (CBT) is a two-stage process consisting in generating test data against a user-selected testing
objective. The first stage is a constraint generation step aiming at extracting a constraint system from the source code of a
program under test and a selected testing objective, while the second stage is a constraint solving step consisting in trying to
solve the constraint system in order to get a test data that satisfies the testing objective. For example, by selecting a statement
within the program under test, we get a constraint system that characterizes a subdomain of the program input domain and
solving this constraint system leads to generate a test data in the subdomain, on which the statement is executed. Such an
approach has been called goal-oriented test data generation by Fergusson and Korel [17] as opposed to path-oriented test data
generation which consists to select first a path within the program before trying to generate a test data that activates the
corresponding path. When the constraint system has no solution, then the testing objective is unreacheable. For goal-oriented
test data generation, it means that the corresponding statement or decision is unreacheable. Such deductions are usually outside
of the scope of any path-oriented test data generators as soon as a loop is present in the program because the path selection
process is possibly endless in this case. Note however that showing the unsatisfiability of a constraint system is undecideable in
the general case2 and then usually some unreacheable elements may remain undetected even for goal-oriented approaches.
This paper addresses the problem of dynamic memory management in a goal-oriented test data generation approach.
Dynamic structures are heap-based data structures built during the execution of the program. CBT approaches cannot easily
handle these structures, as their exact shape cannot be completely known at compile time. One usually resort either to use an
approximation of the structure shape by static analyses or to use dynamic analysis. In the first case, one cannot make exact
deductions about the states of the memory manipulated by the program as the program semantics has been approximated, while
in the second case, deductions can only be performed on some program executions.

1.1 A motivating example

Let us illustrate this problem on a non-trivial example that belongs to the folklore of C pointer problems [18]. The Josephus
program, shown in Fig. 1, is a decimation problem and relates to a Historical situation where Jewish rebels were surrounded by
Romans and decided to commit to suicide: they lined up in a circle and systematically killed every other one, going around and
around, until only one rebel is left. The program contains two successive loops: the first one builds a circular simple-linked list
of n nodes, while the second eliminates nodes at position m until only a single node remains in the list. Thus, this program
contains dynamic memory allocation/deallocation within loops, which is the main technical difficulty concerning dynamic
structures in CBT approaches. Indeed, an interesting testing objective for the Josephus program is to find values for m and n
such that the second loop (while 2) is unrolled at least forty times, as this number corresponds to the Ancient problem3. Such
complex testing objectives are frequent in practice, as interesting states of a system often result from complex control flow. Note
also that such states are usually difficult to reach by hand even for experienced validation engineers [19], making automation a
real challenge. For CBT tools, finding values for m and n such that the second loop (while 2) is unrolled at least forty times,
2
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As a consequence of the 1970’s Matiyasevitch result on the undecideability of the Tenth problem of Hilbert
In the original ancient Josephus’s decimation problem, there were 40 people killed, letting the rebel alive at position 31.

involves either complex static analyses such as structure sharing analysis and pointer aliasing analysis or dynamic analysis
(based on program executions). A static analyzer would typically ignore the backward pointer toward the first element of the
list, while a dynamic analyzer would have very few chances to satisfy our testing objective as they are usually based on initial
random draws. On the contrary, thanks to our operators that model the dynamic memory management, our system automatically
deduces that n, the length of the initial list should be 41 while the remaining element at the end of the process is 31 when m=3.
This corresponds exactly to the expected solution of the original problem (the surviving rebel will be the one positioned at the
31th position in the circle).

typedef struct node *link;
struct node { int key ; link next;};
int f(int n,int m){
1. int i; link t,x ;
2. t=(link)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
3. t->key = 1;
4. x = t;
5. i = 2;
6. while( i <= n ){
//while1
7. t->next=
(link)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
8. t = t->next ;
9. t->key = i;
10. i++;}
11.t->next = x ;
12.while( t != t->next){ //while 2
13. i = 1;
14. while( i <= m-1){
//while 3
15.
t = t->next ;
16.
i++;}
17. x = t->next ;
18. t->next = (t->next)->next ;
19. free(x);}

Figure 1. Josephus program

1.2 Contributions
The main contribution of the paper is the design of several constraint operators that model memory allocation, deallocation,
accesses and updates. These operators are equipped with deduction rules useful to perform constraint reasoning on imperative
programs, as required by CBT tools. We present each operator under the form of finite state machine that interacts with the
constraint solver. Such a presentation is advantageous as it makes clearer the implementation of these operators. Another
contribution of the paper is the design of a complete goal-oriented test data generation method for C programs containing
dynamically allocated structure. Our approach can deal with circular lists as well as any memory shapes that may include
backward pointers. We are not aware of any other symbolic approaches able to deal with these data structures (see section 7).
We implemented our constraint operators within the test data generator INKA [7] and got preliminary experimental results that
show the potential of the constraint operators to reason about program with dynamic memory management.

1.3 Outline of the paper

Section 2 recalls the necessary background on constraint solving over finite domains and states some notations and restrictions.
Section 3 introduces our overall goal-oriented constraint-based test data generation technique. Section 4 details the abstract
memory model we use to deal with dynamically allocated structures. Section 5 presents the deduction rules exploited in the
constraint operators under the form of abstract state machines; Section 6 gives our preliminary experimental results while
section 7 discusses related works. Finally, Section 8 concludes and draws some perspectives to this work.

2. Background
2.1 Constraint solving over finite domains

Our approach is based on constraint solving over finite domains. In this framework, a finite domain is associated to each
variable and a solution to the constraint system is a valuation of the variables within their domains that satisfy each constraint.
Primitive constraints are built over variables, domains, arithmetical operators in {+,-,*,\,…} and relations {>,≥,=,≠,≤,<} while
non-primitive constraints include user-defined constraints and constraint operators that express high-level relation between other
constraints. In this paper, we define constraint operators that model dynamic memory allocation, deallocation, accesses and
updates. These constraints apply deduction rules as any other constraint of a finite domain constraint solver.
Two interleaved processes intervene in the solving process of a finite domain constraint system: constraint propagation and
variable labeling.

2.1.1 Constraint propagation
Initially, the constraints are added to a main queue and fall into in an evaluation state. Each constraint of the queue is
considered one-by-one by the constraint propagation algorithm. The algorithm exploits each constraint to filter out the
inconsistent values from the domain of the variables. When the domains of all variables of the constraint have been pruned, the
constraint falls into the suspended state. When the domain of a variable is pruned, other constraints that involve this variable are
reintroduced into the queue. In this case, these suspended constraints are woken up and return in the evaluation state. If the
domain of at least one variable becomes empty, the constraint fails: the constraint system is unsatisfiable. If the constraint
succeeds meaning that each of the tuples from the current domains are compatible with the constraint, then it falls in the entailed
state. In this case, the constraint is removed and is not considered anymore in the process since it is no more useful. When no
more reduction is possible, the queue becomes empty and the constraint propagation ends.

2.1.2 Variable labeling
When the constraint propagation ends, enumeration on the possible values from the domains is usually required to get a solution.
The labeling procedure tries to give a value to every variable one by one. When a value is chosen from the domain of a variable,
the constraint propagation is re-run to prune the domains of other variables with the current hypothesis. If a contradiction
appears during the resolution process, the procedure backtracks to other possible values. The process stops when a value is
assigned to each variable.

2.2 Notations, syntax and restrictions
2.2.1 Notations
In the rest of paper, we will use capitals, possibly subscripted, to denote finite domains variables and variable of the constraint
model (such as memory for example). On the contrary, we will use lower-case letters to denote program variable and will use a
special operator, noted @, to denote addresses of the memory.

2.2.2 Syntax and restrictions
program

::= { statement* }

statement
::=
assignment
| malloc(type_size)
%memory allocation
| free(expr)
%memory deallocation
| if( expr ) { statement* } else { statement* }
| while( expr ) { statement* }
assignment ::=
var = expr | *var = expr

|

var->f = expr

expr ::=
cte | var | &var | *var | var->f | expr + expr | …

Figure 2. Syntax of the pointer language
For the sake of clarity, we confine ourselves to a small C-like language (whose an excerpt of the grammar is given in Fig. 2) that
includes pointers assignment and dereferencing, structures management, memory allocation and deallocation. This language is
powerful enough to express any computable function and possesses all the necessary features to deal with dynamic allocated
structures. However, it also presents a lot of restrictions w.r.t. the C language. In particular, it does not allow unstructured code,
type casting, unconstrained pointer arithmetic, volatile variables, function calls, etc. In this paper, we focus on the problem of
dynamic memory management within our constraint-based test data generation method, hence we will only detail the constraint
model for the operators on memory and will left apart the rest. Similarly, we will only give an overview of the complete test data
generation method. The interested reader can consult ref [4] to see precisely how we deal with control structures (conditionals,
loops), ref [5] to understand the problems of pointer aliasing in constraint-based approaches, and ref [6] to understand how we
deal with floating-point computations.

3. Goal-oriented test data generation based on constraint solving

3.1 Constraint generation

As said previously, CBT involves two processes: constraint generation and constraint solving. In our framework, the constraint
generation step involves the translation of a program under test into a constraint model over finite domain variables and memory
variables. This constraint model can be seen as a relational formulae over the input memory state of the program and its output
memory state. Note that such memory states can contain unknown references such as input pointer formal parameters or
unknown integer variables. In fact, there is no strong hypothesis on the context of call and each C function is treated in isolation
in our model. Moreover, our goal-oriented approach prevents using path expression to remove ambiguities. As soon as a
conditional or a loop is encountered, our model can contain unknowns due to the non-determinism of the control flow.
Consequently, we need a constraint model able to deal with unknown parts of the memory. We get this model by a systematic
and inductive translation of statements into constraints. We will describe this model on a simple but illustrative example.
Consider the following sequence of statements:

C code

Constraint model

a.

i = i+1

------------>

b.

if( i > 10 )

-----------

c.
M3,

{ p = &i;}

load_elementt(M1, @i, I1)
I2 = I1 + 1
store_element(M1, M2, @i, I2)
load_element(M2, @i, I3)
B1 = (I3 > 10)
ite(B1,
store_element(M2, M3, @p, @i)and M4 =
M4 = M2
)

d.

*p = *p + 5

------------>

load_element(M4, @p, P)
load_element(M4, P, DP1)
DP2 = DP1 + 5
store_element(M4, M5, P, DP2)

e.

if( i < 16 ) …

------------

load_element(M5, @i, I4)
B2 = (I4 < 16)
ite(B2, …

The C code presents an aliasing problem at statement d as we ignore whether p points to i or not at this point (suppose for
example that i and p are input formal parameters of the program under test). Statement a is translated into three independent
constraints. The first one states a relation between the (abstract) memory M1 and the variable value I1 that is associated to
program variable i through its reference @i. This relation holds anytime an access to program variable i is made, but depends
on the current state of the memory at a given point of the program. The second constraint states a relation between two finite
domain variables (I1 and I2) where I2 is a new fresh variable. Our constraint model does not require variables to be declared.
Finally, the third constraint links memories M1 and M2 (two states of the same abstract memory), and variable I2: the new state
of M2 should be the update of the state M1 with I2 at reference @i. This decomposition shares similarities with a classic 3-

address code that can be found in many compilers. Statement b is a conditional and we use an auxiliary boolean variable B1 to
associate with the truth value of the decision i > 10. The conditional itself is translated to a special constraint operator in our
constraint model noted ite(B1, Then, Else). Loops are equally treated with a special constraint operator called w, see
[4,7] for more details. Note that, when no deduction is possible on the path that should be followed, the conditional operator
makes the union of the two possible memory states. In our example, M2 and M3 joint in the memory state M4. M3 is the
memory state obtained after interpretation of the constraints of the Then-part of the conditional while M2 is just the memory
available if the Else-part is taken (no statement in this example). This way of interpreting conditional has much to do with the
Static Single Assignment form of imperative program [4]. Statement c is translated into a single store_element constraint
that links memory M2 and M3. Statement d is translated into four constraints. The two first permit to access to the value stored in
memory M4 at reference *p, while the two latter permit to store the result of expression to memory M5. The need for
load_element to be a constraint relation (as opposed to a function) is clearly stated at statement e. As the value of p is
determined by the control flow, we have to get it at the memory state M5 which is unknown or only partially known before
having selected a path through the conditional. One can see here how pointer aliasing is handled through the use of special
constraint operators. This also appeals for powerful deduction rules in case some information is available on memory states. As
a result, this constraint model allows us to implement goal-oriented test data generation in a constraint-based approach.

3.2 Constraint solving

The constraint solving step aims at finding an input memory state that satisfies a given testing objective. Consider the objective
of generating a test data that reaches the Then-part of statement e. By using the control dependencies within the program, this
testing objective is directly translated into the constraint B2 = 1, forcing I4 to be strictly less than 16 and so constraining the
memory variable M5. By applying the deduction rules of each constraint operator of the model in a constraint propagation
algorithm, our system makes the non trivial deduction that the Then-part of statement b cannot be executed. In fact, if the
program variable i at statement b is strictly greater than 10 then *p and i would be aliased at statement d, and the value of i
would be greater than 16 at statement e, which is contradictory with the testing objective. As a consequence, our system
deduces that the value of i at the beginning of the program has to be less than 9. Thanks to the relational view of each
statement, constraint reasoning is possible and deduces interesting facts about the input state of the program in order to satisfy
the selected testing objective. Test data generation is obtained just by launching a labelling search that chooses i to be zeroed in
the input state of the memory.
It is worth noticing that our constraint reasoning did not exclude the possibility that p points to i in the input state of the
memory. Such input aliasing relationship depends on the context of call.

4. Description of an abstract memory

In our system, we express C operations over the memory with relations over two (abstract) memory states. The first memory
state represents the memory before statement execution while the second memory state represents the memory after statement
execution. An abstract memory in our constraint system is an abstract model of the physical memory at a given program point
and contains information known at a given step of the resolution process of the overall constraint system. Figure 3 describes the
content of an abstract memory. m : it contains four elements: struct(m), tabi(m), tabp(m), and closed(m) that are described in the
following subsections.

Figure 3. Abstract memory
In order to facilitate the understanding, we provide an example of abstract memory. Figure 4 shows the abstract memory state
m

obtained before statement 11 of the Josephus program after two iterations of the first loop.

tabi(m)

tabp(m)
Ident
t
x
n(2).next
n(7.1).next
n(7.2).next

Ident
m
n
i
n(2).key
n(7.1).key
n(7.2).key

Varp
Vp1
Vp2
Vp3
Vp4
Vp5

Vari
Vi1
Vi2
Vi3
Vi4
Vi5
Vi6

domp
{n(7.2)}
{n(2)}
{n(7.1)}
{n(7.2)}
all

struct(m)=<node, Snode >

Var
Snode

domi
Inf..sup
2
3
1
2
3

non_domp
empty
empty
empty
empty
empty

typep
node
node
node
node
node

s_@
{ n(2), n(7.1).n(7.2)}

closed(m)=true

Figure 4. Abstract memory after the
statement 11 of the Josephus program,
at the end of the constraint propagation
when the first loop is enrolled twice

4.1. Structures dynamic allocations: struct(m)
For an abstract memory m at a given step of the solving process, information about known (statical or dynamical) allocation
of structures is stored in struct(m). In a memory, a variable is associated to each structure type definition. In figure 4, the variable
Snode is associated to the type node. A function called s_@ gives the set of anonymous program locations associated to this
variable. On the model, we represent each abstract memory location with the term ident. An abstract memory location can be
anonymous in the case of dynamic allocation. In figure 4 where there are three dynamically allocated structures, {n(2), n(7.1),
n(7.2)}

is the set of the anonymous program locations. For example, n(7.2) denotes the anonymous program location obtained by

the execution of the statement 7 in the second iteration of the loop. The set given by s_@ can only be enlarged during the
resolution process ot the constraint system. Function access_f associates to location loc of a structure and field name f, the
complete name of the field location loc.f. For example, access_f(n(1),next) is n(1).next.

4.2. Basic types: tabi(m), tabp(m)
Information about basic variables is memorized by pair ident-Var; where ident is an abstract memory location, and Var is a
variable of type integer or pointer. On the model, the sets of integer and pointer variables are noted respectively VARi and VARp.
These pairs are stored in two data structures, called tableaux: tabi(m), tabp(m). The number of pairs contained in the tableaux
represent the known integer or pointer locations and therefore can only increase or remain the same during the resolution
process of the constraint system..

4.2.1. Integer

variables. For abstract variables that represent integers, the function domi gives the set of possible values at a

given step of the resolution. For example, the abstract memory location i in tabi(m), has value 3 in abstract memory of figure 4.

4.2.2. Pointer variables. For abstract variables that represent pointers, our model provides two functions domp and ndomp.
domp returns the set of possible abstract memory locations (symbolic names or anonymous program locations) for the pointer
while ndomp returns the set of memory locations that cannot be pointed by the pointer. For example, on a condition such as
(p==&a||p==&b), we get domp(P)={@a,@b} where @a (resp. @b) denotes the address of a (resp. b) in the abstract memory
model. ndomp is usefull in the case when domp=all. domp=all means that p can point to any location in the memory except the
locations contained in ndomp. On a condition such as (p!=&a) there are two possible changes in domp and ndomp. If domp=all,
then @a is added to ndomp. Otherwise, @a is removed from domp. These deductions on pointer domains are expressed by the
notation P ≠ @a in the description of the operators in section 5. If domp(P) contains a single value v, the element pointed by P is
definitely known. It is noted P=v.
For example, Vp2 in figure 4 is simplified to n(2) as x points to the first dynamically allocated structure in statement 2.
The function typep returns the type of the pointed element. In figure 4, all the pointers point to a node structure. The number of
elements in Domp can only decrease or remain the same during the resolution process of constraint system.

4.3. Closure of the memory: closed(m)
The last component of an abstract memory m is the predicate closed(m). It indicates whether all the elements of the tableaux
and structures are defined or not in the current abstract memory. If closed(m) is false for an abstract memory at a step of the
resolution process of the constraint system, it can become true later. If closed(m) is true at a step of the resolution process, then
it remains true during all the process. The labeling process uses this predicate to force the input domain to contain only the data
structures previously labeled. Without this predicate, labeling could invent new structures and values leading to a nonterminating process. Such status is of particular interest when one looks for the possible shapes of a dynamic structure during the
labeling process as it strongly constrains the set of identifiers that can be pointed to by a pointer.

5. Constraint operators on abstract memories
To find a test datum to reach a given testing objective, the program under test is translated into a constraint system on abstract
memories. This section details the deduction rules applied within the constraint operators that tackle with dynamic structures.
Figure 5 shows the translation of some basic statements of our language into these constraint operators. Min and Mout are the
memories respectively before and after a given statement. All the elements of the memory Min and Mout but the input parameters
of the constraint operators are identical. Asterisks in figure 5 denote the operators that are detailed in the following. For other
operators, we will only give an overview.

new(t,id)
(*) new_s(Struct(Min)(t), Struct(Mout)(t),id)
new_fields(Min,Mout,t,id)
x=y->f
(*) load_element(Tabp(Min),y,Y)
(*) access_s(Struct(Min)(typeY),Y,f,Vp)
(*) load_element(Tabt (Min),Vp,Val)
(*) store_element(Tabi(Min), Tabi(Mout),x,Val)
y->f=x
(*) load_element(Tabp(Min)),y,Y)
(*) access_s(Struct(Min)(typeY),Y,f,Vp)
(*) load_element(Tabt (Min ),x,X)
(*) store_element(Tabi(Min), Tabi(Mout),Vp,X)
x=y
(*) load_element(Tabt(Min),y,Y)
(*) store_element(Tabt(Min), Tabt(Mout),x,Y)
free(x,t)
(*) load_element(Tabp(Min),x,X),
(*) delete_s(Struct(Min)(t), Struct(Mout)(t),X)
delete_fields(Min,Mout,type,X,)

Figure 5. translation into operators

Statement new(t,id) generates two operators. The first one links the set of locations of type t between Min and Mout,. It needs the
identifier id of the location to add. The second constraint operator reserves place for the fields of the new structure. The
statement x=y->f generates four operators. The first one loads the value of y. The second one gets a pointer Vp that points to the
possible locations of y->f. Thanks to Vp, the third operator collects in Val the possible values for y->f. t in the notation Tabt (Min )
means that the tableau from which the value is loaded depends on the type of y->f (integer or pointer). The fourth operator sets
the domain of Val as domain of possible values for x. Similarly, statement y->f=x generates four operators. The first one loads
the value of y. The second one gets a pointer Vp that points to the possible locations in memory that can store y->f. The third one
loads the value of x. The fourth one affects the value of x to y->f. Statement x=y is expressed by two operators. The first one
loads y. The second operator stores y in the location of x in the abstract memory. Statement free(x,t) generates three operators:
the first one loads the value of the pointer x. The second one deletes the structure pointed by x in the memory while the third one
deletes its fields.
We now turn on the description of these constraint operators: new_s for allocation, delete_s for deallocation, access_s for
structure field access, store_element to store integer/pointer values in memory, and load_element to load values. The constraint
operators for dynamic memory management have three roles: the propagation of the knowledge of the allocated locations in the
memories, the filtering of the domains for pointers and integers values and the propagation of information about the closure of
the memory.

5.1. Representation of a constraint operator

We propose to explain our constraint operators by using a simple model based on finite state machines. Figure 6 shows a
generic state machine for constraint.

Figure 6. representation of a constraint
operator

Our representation gives the possible states of a constraint: once posted, it can be in evaluation, suspended, entailed or in a
failure state. Labels on the arrows describe the events that permit to switch from one state to another. For each operator, we
describe five possible transitions: 1) post event: the operator is posted in the propagation queue ; 2) waking-up event: the
operator is woken up by some additional information on the domain of its variables or on its status ; 3) suspend event: no more
deduction rules can be exploited to prune the variation domains ; 4) exit event: the operator becomes entailed ; 5) fail event:
some inconsistency has been detected which indicates failure of the current constraint system.
Figure 7 shows a C program that illustrate the interest of the deduction rules that we are going to present. In the following, we

a= new(t,new(1)) ;
M0

b= new(t,new(2)) ;
M1

c= new(t,new(3)) ;
a-> f =1;
b-> f =2;
c->f =3;
if(cond1){
p=a;
}else{
if(cond2){
p=b;
}else{p=c}}
if(cond3){
M3

free(p);
M4

}else{
M5

p->t=i;
M6

j=p->t;}
if(p!=a && b->t=6 && j>2){

Figure 7. program foo
will refer to this program implicitly by showing only the abstract state of the memories M0,..,M6.

5.2. The new_s operator

The operator new_s(S0,S1,id) is added whenever a structure of type t is dynamically allocated. Figure 8 shows the
model of this operator that establishes a

relation between S0, S1 and id. In the model, we suppose that

Figure 8. new_s operator
S0=struct(Min)(t), S1=struct(Mout)(t), where struct(M)(t) denotes the variable associated with t in struct(M), and id is the
identifier of the anonymous dynamic location. The operator is awoken when a location is added to the set of
locations of S0 or S1.

If the operator is awoken, some new deductions can be performed. S0 and S1 should contain the same identifiers,
except for id that is only in S1. Firstly, S1 should contain all the locations that are present in S0 (proposition 1) as
well as the location id (proposition 3). Secondly, all the locations that are in S1, except id, should be in S0
(proposition 2). Moreover, if one abstract memory is closed, the second one should also be closed (proposition 4).
Indeed, as new_s adds only one new location, the closure of Min (resp. Mout ) implies the closure of Mout (resp. Min).
Moreover, the operator succeeds as soon as Min is closed (cf exit arrow), while it suspends otherwise.

5.3. The delete_s operator
The operator delete_s(S0,S1,X) is added whenever a structure of type t, pointed by X, is removed from the abstract
memory. Figure 9 illustrates the delete_s operator, which maintains a relation between three parameters:
S0=struct(Min)(t), S1=struct(Mout)(t),

and X.

The operator delete_s is woken up either when a location is added to the set of locations S0 or S1, or when the
variation domain of pointer X is modified (for example, learning that X points to only one location). Such a
modification is noted change(X) in our model. The relation maintains the fact that X should be non-null (proposition 1).
As an illustration of the deduction rules, suppose the information on abstract memories linked by a delete_s operator
shown below is available (memories before deduction).

M2

before
s_@ = {n(1),n(2),n(3) }
deduction closed = true

M3
s_@ = { }
closed = false

dom(P)={n(1)}

M2

after
s_@ = {n(1),n(2),n(3) }
deduction closed = true

M3
s_@ = {n(2),n(3) }
closed = true

dom(P)={n(1)}

Figure 9. delete_s operator
Here, P points definitely to n(1) which is the deleted location. So, it should not appear in M3 (proposition 2.1) and
other locations are not touched (proposition 2.2) and must appear in M3. Moreover, as M2 is closed and the location
to delete is known, M3 is also closed (proposition 5) and the operator succeeds (exit arrow). We obtain the
memories after deduction shown above. If the input memory is closed, then X can only point to a location contained
in the set of addresses of S0 (proposition 4).
If there is no precise information on the pointed location or the available memory, then the operator is suspended.

5.4. The access_s operator

The operator access_s(S,X,f,Vp) is added when we access to a field of a structure of type t. Figure 10 illustrates this
operator that maintains a relation between four parameters: S=struct(M)(t), X the pointer to the possible locations of
the structure, f the field name and Vp the pointer to the possible locations of the field.

Figure 10. access_s operator

The operator access_s is awoken when we get more information about the values pointed by X or by Vp. X should
not be null (proposition 1). Statement p->t=i; in figure 7 leads to add two constraint operators including
access_s(struct(M4)(t),P,t,Vp).

The following draw illustrates the deductions made by this operator. For each location of

the domain of P, the relation maintains that Vp can point to the location associated with the field (proposition 2).
M4

before
dom(P) ={n(2),n(3)}
deduction dom(Vp)=...
M4

after
dom(P) = {n(2),n(3)}
deduction dom(Vp)={n(2)->t,n(3)->t}

In the following example, Vp can only point to n(2)->t or n(3)->t so P can only point to n(2) or n(3), n(1) is removed
from its domain. (proposition 5).

M4

before
dom(P) = {n(1),n(2),n(3)}
deduction dom(Vp)= {n(2)->t,n(3)->t}

M4

after
deduction dom(P) = {n(2),n(3)}

dom(Vp)={n(2)->t,n(3)->t}

Proposition 6 gives complementary information: if the memory M is closed, all the possible locations pointed by X
belong to the set of addresses of S. Indeed all the possible locations for a structure of type t are known and X points
to such a structure.
During the resolution process, if the domain of a variable becomes empty, the constraint resolution process fails.
Indeed, it means that there is no assignment for all the variables of the system such that all the constraints are
satisfied. For the operator access_s, the only domains that can become empty are the domain of X and the domain of
Vp

(in this case X or Vp cannot point to any location anymore).

5.5. The store_element operator
The operator store_element(Tab(Min),Tab(Mout),X,V) is added when the statement stores a value in memory at a given
address. Figure 11 illustrates this operator that maintains a relation between X, Tab(Min), Tab(Mout) and V. X is a pointer
to a location that stores an integer or a pointer value, V is the value to store.
The store_element operator is awoken when 1) a pair <ident,Var> is added in one of the tableaux Tab(Min) and
Tab(Mout)

(conditions 1 and 2) ; 2) when the domain of a variable in Tab(Min) or Tab(Mout) changes (condition 3); 3)

when the information about the pointer X changes; 4) when the domain of the value V to store changes.

Figure 11. store_element operator
X

should be non-null (proposition 1). Consider again statement p->t=i; in figure 7 and let Vp be a variable that

points to the possible locations of p->t. The storage of the value of I in the location pointed by Vp is performed within
the relation maintained by the store_element operator.
In the figure below, in the memories before deduction, as domains of n(2)->t before and after the storing
statement are distinct the value of n(2)-> t is changed by the storing statement. It means that the value of I is stored in
n(2)->t.

As a consequence, Vp points to n(2)->t (proposition 4.3). dom(n(2)-> t) in M5 and dom(I) should be intersected in

order to find the values of I and n(2)->t in M5 (proposition 4.1). The domain of n(3) -> t remains the same in both
memories (proposition 4.2). We obtain the following memories:

M4

M5

i - I Є inf..sup
before
n(2)->t - 2
deduction n(3)->t - 3

i - I Є inf..sup
Tabi n(2)->t - 6
Tabi
n(3)->t - …
dom(Vp) =
dom(Vp) =
{n(2)->t,n(3)->t}
{n(2)->t,n(3)->t}
M4

i - 6
after
n(2)->t - 2
deduction n(3)->t - 3
dom(Vp) =
{n(2)->t}

M5
Tabi

i - 6
n(2)->t - 6
n(3)->t - 3
dom(Vp) =
{n(2)->t}

Tabi

Other deductions associated with the operator include the following rules:

- Any couple <loc,Var> existing in one of the two memories should also appear in the other memory (propositions 2
and 3);
- For all the pairs (<loc,V0>,<loc,V1>) in Tab(Min) x Tab(Mout):


If dom(V)∩dom(V1)≠Ø, the variable V cannot be stored at the location loc, so X ≠ loc (proposition 4.4)



In other cases, we can deduce that dom(V1) is included in dom(V0) U dom(V) (proposition 4.5)

The solving process fails if the domain of X, or the domain of an abstract variable stored in Min or Mout, or the domain
of V becomes empty.
After constraint propagation, store_element succeeds if Min is closed and the value pointed by X is known. Indeed,
in this case all the information that permits to deduce the contents of Tab(Min) and Tab(Mout) is available.

5.6. The load_element operator
The operator load_element(Tab(M),X,V) is added when the program loads an integer or pointer value from the
memory at a given address. Loading a value does not modify the memory so it constraints only a single memory.
Figure 12 illustrates the operator that maintains a relation between X, V and M, where pointer X points to a variable V
in the corresponding tableau of M.

Figure 12. load_element operator
Proposition 2 expresses that for all the pairs <loc,Var> in Tab(M):
•

If X points to loc, the variable V is loaded from the location loc and V=Var. The domain of V and Var is then
dom(V)∩dom(Var).

•

If dom(V)∩dom(Var)≠Ø, the variable V cannot be loaded from the loc location and then X≠ loc.

The solving process fails if the domain of X or V becomes empty, while it succeeds if there is a pair <loc,Var> in
Tab(M) such

that X=loc and V=Var.

6. Experimental results on the Josephus program
We implemented the operators that are described above. Our system is able to take a program written in a
restricted syntax of the C language and generates automatically test data w.r.t. some testing objectives. The system is
developed in C and Prolog and follows the principles of the previous implementation INKA.
As an illustration of the efficiency of our operators, we generated test data for the Josephus program in figure 1.
We considered several testing objectives. Among them, we generated a test suite that covers all the branches of the
program in less than 1 msec of CPU time. The results were computed on an Intel Pentium, 2.16 GHz machine
running Windows XP with 2.0 GB of RAM. To cover this objective, INKA first tries to find a test case to reach the
deepest instructions of the control flow graph. In the case of the Josephus, it means that it tries to enroll the loop
while3 at least once. The test suite generated contains {(3,2)} as values for m and n. The output memory shape
obtained with our model is in accordance with the one obtained by executing the program, which shows that the
operators faithfully model dynamic memory management.
We also dealt with more complex requests as the one or reaching four iterations of while3 in the first iteration of
while2. It is worth noticing that reaching this testing objective is hard, as witnessed by the fact that a random test
data generator will probably never achieve to reach it. In fact, the likelyhood of drawing a test data (values for n and
m) such that this objective would be covered is not far from zero, as there is only a single value for m able to satisfy
it. Thanks to our constraint reasonning on operators, we obtained the test case m=5, n=2 in 109 msec. If we take into
account the wide domain for m and n as input values, the probability to reach this objective with random test case
generation is low.
Regarding the objective of unrolling k times the loop while2, which is the objective described in introduction of
this paper, we obtained the results shown in the curve on figure 13. The test cases obtained are of the form m=0,
n=k+1. When k is less than 15, the generation of a test case to reach the objective takes less than 5 sec. We claim
that these results are promising because they confirm the high deductive potential of our approach. Nevertheless, as
shown in the curve, runtime increases exponentially with the value of k. Indeed, the number of operators to handle
dynamic memory management in the constraint system increases with k. So the number of constraint waking up,
costly in time, increases with the number of operators.
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Figure 13. runtime for the generation of a test case reaching k iterations of
while2 in the Josephus program

7. Related Works
Dynamic test data generation exploits program executions to find test data that satisfy a testing objective [20]. In
this process, program executions guide the search towards the next test data by optimizing a cost function called the
branch function. As the search is only based on concrete executions, this process handles dynamic data structures.
Visvanathan and Gupta studied in [21] the problem of generating test data for functions with pointer inputs. They
proposed to enumerate the possible data structures shapes by exploiting an address table symbolically computed
during the execution of a program path. Sai-ngern et al. [22] followed a similar path by managing the table with a
dynamic linear array. Unlike these approaches, our method is symbolic and it does not depend on execution trials.
Symbolic test data generation is usually considered as more powerful to deduct information and our operators that
model dynamic memory management are equipped with deduction rules in order to prune early the search space of
possible about data structures shapes.
Williams et al. [9] and Sen et al. [11] address the problem of generating test data for C functions with dynamic
structures by using symbolic execution and constraint solving techniques. In their approaches, constraints on input
values permit to handle pointer relationships and aliasing problems occur only within input data structures. In our
approach, we have proposed dynamic memory management operators able also to deal with pointer aliasing
problems that are located in the source code. PathCrawler [9] and CUTE [11] are two test data generators trying to
cover all the feasible paths of C programs. Both systems try to solve path conditions in order to find the next test
data that will follow a path that improve the current coverage of the program. These tools are path-oriented, meaning
that they require a path to be selected first. Unlike path-oriented and among other advantages, goal-oriented methods

such as the one presented in this paper, exploit the early detection of non-feasible paths to prune the search space
made up of all the paths that reach a given branch. Considering all paths that reach a given branch is usually
unreasonable as the number of control flow paths can be exponential on the number of decisions of the program or
even infinite when loops are unbounded. Moreover, thanks to the constraint reasoning on operators, our
implementation permits to express more complex testing objectives such as reaching a selected point at certain
iterations of a while loop. This is particularly interesting for programs that build dynamic data structures as such
requests help verifying their shapes during testing. However, one disadvantage of our approach is that it requires the
constraint solver to be adapted and modified which prevents the usage of some commercial solvers that are
sometimes more efficient.

8. Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we presented a new constraint-based model that handles dynamically allocated data structures in
goal-oriented test data generation. Our model is built over specific constraint operators that are equipped with
powerful deduction rules. These operators handle dynamic memory allocation, deallocation, loading and update of
pointed structures. We implemented these operators within INKA a test data generator for programs written in a
restricted subset of C. This implementation was challenging because it required building a new constraint solver
over pointer and memory variables. However, our implementation still suffers from some restrictions. It is based on
a memory model that does not include physical information about variables. For example, size of data types and bit
vectors are not considered in the model and then, data structures such as unions or bit fields and physical type
casting cannot be handled. Function pointers have also been left apart for the moment. Our goal-oriented approach is
based on testing objectives that specify statements or branches in structured programs only and then goto statements
are not currently handled. For all these reasons, we consider that the subset of the C language currently handled by
our tool is too tight to be practically useful on real-world programs. But before evaluating our model on larger
programs, we wanted to be sure that the approach was suitable and efficient on small but complex programs. Thanks
to our constraint model, we successfully generated test data that cover complex testing objectives for the C program
Josephus, which involves the creation and destruction of circular linked lists.

Our future work will be dedicated to extend this approach to inter-procedural test data generation and to a larger
subset of the C language. Dealing with function calls and dynamic memory allocation requires paying attention on
how constraint systems are built as the number of constraints can grow exponentially with the number of function
calls. Hence, just inlining function calls will not be an acceptable solution and we would probably need some kind of
abstractions. Dealing with unstructured code will also be a real challeng as our approach builds over constraint
operators that model control structures (conditionals, loops) and goto statement usually break the flow. In fact,
modelling exactly the semantics of such constructions is difficult and our line of work will be focussed on the
possible combination of constraints and abstractions to approximate the behaviours of these statements in constraintbased automatic test data generation.
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